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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear The Independent Editorial Production Team,

Please find enclosed our manuscript titled “Successful treatment of recurrent small bowel adenocarcinoma by cytoreductive surgery and chemotherapy: a case report and review of the literature” as a Case report for publication in *Journal of Medical Case Reports*. We have revised the manuscript according to The Independent Editorial Production Team’s comments. Changes to the revised manuscript have been described point by point.

**Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)**

Authors' contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

→ We have read and approved the final manuscript. Yoshihiro Okada and Takahiko Hara were removed from authors.

Minor revisions (We can make these changes on resubmission, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above).

**Email address:** please amend the email addresses on the title page, so that the following format is used:

→ We have amended the email address on the title page.

TY: yamanot@kobe-ekisaikai.or.jp

ME: morii@molpath.med.osaka-u.ac.jp

IA: arai@kawati.or.jp

TT: takada@kawati.or.jp

KA: aozasa@molpath.med.osaka-u.ac.jp

**Ethnicity:** Please add the ethnicity of the patient to the abstract. Please remember to update both the manuscript and the submission system abstracts, so that both remain identical.

→ We report on a 72-year-old *Japanese* female who developed a peritoneal metastasis from recurrent small bowel adenocarcinoma after curative resection and adjuvant chemotherapy with S-1 and polysaccharide K.

(We have added “Japanese” in abstract.)

**Typography**

We found three typographical errors. We have changed as below.

1: Although body computed tomografy

→ Although body computed *tomography*

2: outcomes[19]

→ outcomes [19]
3: status(0)
→ status (0)